
	 My student Miles is a charming and intelligent seven year old with an interest in space, 

technology and riding bikes. He loves music and always starts bouncing on the piano bench 

when I begin playing the introduction to Twinkle Variation C. Miles is also suffering from severe 

anxiety and depression. He comes to piano lessons with enthusiasm, but is easily dejected 

thinking he might not be good enough. He is eager to learn, but we have to move forward very 

carefully—it is not unusual for him to burst into tears during a lesson. I have been working with 

him on independence at the piano and showing him that he can figure things out on his own. 

When we began “Goodbye to Winter,” I gently encouraged him to keep going once I got him 

started as we sang through the next parts of the piece. He suddenly realized that in singing the 

parts he didn’t know, his fingers would respond and often move in the right direction. He was 

able to correct himself when what he played didn’t match what he sang. It was a good lesson, 

but not unusual. The part that really struck me though, and reminded me why I teach, was 

when Miles left the classroom that day and said to his dad, “Dad! Now I’m SO INSPIRED to try 

things out on my own!”


	 That little anecdote happened just last week, but as I sit here reflecting on my 

experiences teaching the Suzuki method for eleven years, I realize that I could pull a similar 

anecdote from any week since I started this adventure. Having taught children of all ages and 

backgrounds, kids with disabilities, kids that don’t speak the same language that I do, adults, 

other musicians, and even having used other instruments when a piano wasn’t available, I have 

seen that music can be enjoyed by and taught to everyone and that most importantly, every 

child can learn. I have seen the most beautiful results of this maxim as my students grow up, 

go out into the world, taking their music education with them and become amazing people that 

I respect and admire. As Dr. Suzuki said, “Talent Education is Life Education.” 
1

	 Some of the most profound lessons I have learned from being a Suzuki teacher are the 

following: when students are involved in music making, learning happens without effort; the 

method produces self-motivated learners, responsible for and eager to continue their pursuit of 
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learning as adults; and the habits of thought that are fostered over years of music study are 

healthy, inspiring, and steady. All of these benefits of Suzuki study transmit naturally into the 

rest of life, affecting work ethic, communication, self-awareness, relationships, and especially 

parenting.


	 The Suzuki Method incorporates so much music making into the teaching and learning, 

that from the very beginning it is not only fulfilling but so much fun! The very first lessons are 

treated with importance, so it is essential to have an experienced and inspiring teacher, 

especially during the first month of study.   This means that it is most important for me to be a 2

strong first teacher and appreciate the responsibility and privilege of setting the tone for the 

music education of the entire family at home. What an honor to be able to create this in a 

child’s world! Music listening, play, and creating; music games, time, and even a music space 

at home are all developed and encouraged by the Suzuki teacher. Because a child is immersed 

in experiencing and using music, much like he experiences and uses language at home and 

especially in lessons and group classes, the learning often seems incidental. 


	 Once a student feels engaged and able to participate in something, he eagerly seeks 

out opportunities to repeat that experience. One always prefers to do the thing one can do 

best.   In my studio, one of the daily joys is being able to continually give my students 3

opportunities to do what they already do best at their instrument, to see them enjoy 

themselves, and to hear them ask if they can please do it again (the answer is always yes!). 

When children are engrossed this way, they are accessing a joy of success on their own, 

concurrently developing invaluable strengths of character. Some of these strengths—

patience, focus, sensitivity, independence and enthusiasm —are qualities that are widely 

admired and are beneficial in every discipline. Because making music is such a synergetic 

endeavor, it deepens these same traits in parents and teachers—everyone benefiting from and 
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enjoying each other’s company, as well as the experience of learning and making music. 

Because there are so many ways of participating in music, every child can find a place to start.


	 Teaching students how to be “self-regulated” learners who can plan, monitor, and 

control their own successful practice is something that the Suzuki Method teaches so well. 

Repetition is essential to gaining any new skill, and if the circumstances surrounding the 

repetition are happy and without fuss, that happiness becomes the incentive, rather than a 

reward like candy or stickers.   With consistent success and joyful repetition being a part of 4

every lesson, it is easy to pepper the lesson time with review work and small challenges that 

students are eager to tackle because they are so comfortable in a room with such consistent 

success. 


	 Since parental involvement is essential to the Suzuki Method, it doesn’t wane in the 

first year like it often does in traditional piano study.   Because the parent is learning the 5

instrument as well as learning to be the home-teacher for the child, patience, humility, 

understanding and closeness are developed in the home-practice. Working consistently with 

parents, Suzuki teachers are able to trust them to be positive and effective teachers at home. 

This success gives a child the time to adjust to expectations, develop a bond with his 

instrument, and gain sufficient skill as he matures enough to keep succeeding on his own long 

past the time the parent is involved. With the repetition and consistency of home practice 

alongside his parent, the student develops the discipline to become a successful learner. I love 

those in-lesson moments when a student demonstrates that he knows how to isolate a trouble 

spot without my help. These moments reveal that the student’s home-practice has helped him 

to internalize the lessons learned in the studio. I know that when a student takes responsibility 

for his own progress like that in a lesson, I can count on him to practice effectively at home and 
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to apply that method in school or in any other learning circumstances he might encounter.  In 

this way, every child can continue to be successful at learning because we have taught them 

how to learn.


	 In addition to turning the success of gaining a new skill into its own reward, turning the 

challenges of learning into moments of humor and warmth is an essential part of keeping a 

student comfortable with the ups and downs. Since the Suzuki Method keeps the learning at 

such a dMilesberate pace, we are not only celebrating small successes, but the failures we are 

lamenting are small as well. In my studio, I look forward to using these small setbacks as funny 

incidents—such as when a Book 1 student was asked to play the left hand of a piece and 

instead of playing the Alberti Bass accompaniment, he accidentally played the melody without 

noticing. “Whoa! Did you see what your brain just had your left hand do?! That was crazy! Do 

you think you could do it again on purpose?” Or when a high school student turned it back on 

me—after an alarming series of mistakes in a difficult passage, she said, "Psych!" and kept 

going without missing a beat. Lessons are chances for students to encounter errors frequently, 

under supervision, so that they do not internalize those moments as anything more than 

opportunities for further learning. This increases students’ comfort with the emotional 

experience of struggles outside the classroom. I take very seriously my job of teaching 

students and parents how to keep things moving forward in spite of the small challenges. 

Robert Duke states, “Teachers control the extent to which students succeed in every 

instructional setting… according to the sequence of tasks that the teacher asks the learner to 

do”.  By thoughtful pacing and always keeping my attention on how my student is feMilesng at 6

the moment (his energy level, motivation, and self-satisfaction), I am able to keep the ratio of 

successes and challenges positive in a way that will encourage more practice, instead of 

instigating boredom or fatigue.
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	 A Suzuki teacher imparts invaluable strategies in their students: how to talk positively to 

themselves, to expect the unexpected, to understand that nobody is looking for their mistakes, 

and how to get out of their own heads for awhile. I know I’m creating these mental habits in my 

students because I’m engaging in them myself at the piano and in lessons. These positive 

habits of thought, like continual celebration of our successes; understanding the merits of 

progress, not just perfection; and being completely in the present moment are valuable mental 

frames supported and steadily renewed by learning an instrument with the Suzuki Method. 

Practicing an instrument takes away the “I” that plagues us,  and it is always such a pleasure 7

to have a lesson fly by and to be able to say with enthusiasm to a student: “I can’t wait to 

teach you more next week!” and for him to wholeheartedly agree and say, “We’re done 

already? That was so fast!” I know that when my students are at the piano, they are in a good 

place. By studying a musical instrument, every child can learn how to employ their own mind in 

positive and productive ways.


	 My students learn easily and with joy because playing music is so engrossing. I see 

them develop the ability to learn on their own. Because being at an instrument with clear goals 

in mind and an ability to achieve them fosters positive habits of thought, I know that whatever 

situation comes up in life, it will be a learning experience if one has been raised with the Suzuki 

Method. Henry David Thoreau said, “None are so old as those who have outlived enthusiasm.”  8

To experience music at an early age, one cannot help but develop lasting enthusiasm. I teach 

in order to share these skills because I bMileseve that to have them and to practice them is to 

have purpose, and that is what I wish for all of my students.
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